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Introduction

The issue of fast fashion throughout the strive for sustainability has become an

ever-consuming obstacle leading to the exacerbation of environmental problems. With the

estimation of 92 million tons of textile waste entering landfills each year (Igini, 2022), and that

number on the rise, the severity of the issues embedded within the fashion industry, an ostensibly

innocent industry, is proven. On account of the vast and complex components of environmental

issues, it is easy and common to overlook the impact of the clothes on your back. By forgetting

to ask ourselves where our clothing was sourced, how the pieces were made, and where they will

be discarded, it creates a disconnect between the physical garment and one's appreciation of it

and allows for the disregard of proper sustainable shopping. The consideration of how companies

are shifting between changing styles, trends, and habits so rapidly is omitted within the

consumer’s decision of what garments to buy; the price tag and brand name are where the focus

is mislaid.



It is difficult to pin-point who is at fault for the mass amount of textile waste entering

landfills as well as whose responsibility it is to fix and ameliorate environmental sustainability

within textiles and its waste management. At its roots, the mass amount of textile waste is a

consequential outcome of the actions from numerous companies, personnel, and groups lasting

over the past few decades. Consumers have been trained by the fashion industry and capitalistic

pursuits to buy items they do not need and may never use, yet the appeal to have that item in the

moment is so overtly compelling, it feels like a need to survive. Clothing and textiles are a

gold-mine for companies to target consumers' habits in over-consumption and drive the

company’s financial success and profits. Between consumers' materialistic lifestyles and

companies' pursuits to push over-consumption, humans are witnessing record levels of

environmental damages with our waste accumulation. The fashion and retail industries' clear

focus on monetary gain and success, leading to the increased interest in fast fashion methods of

production, is fueling the destruction of our planet. We are reaching a point of irreversible

climate deterioration and a major factor in that is the mass amount of waste produced. As we

progress through a time where the success of fast fashion companies and its waste augmentation

are simultaneously and exponentially on the rise, taking a closer look at your local communities

and how personal decisions impact the bigger issues is imperative to spark the change that our

planet needs.

History of the Garment Industry in America

Throughout history, the fashion industry has changed immensely to conform to changing

consumer priorities and global advancements. Once an industry rooted in the ethics and quality

of their work, it is now abounding with immoral practices where quality and integrity comes

second to manufacturing cost. During the eighteenth century and prior, most garments worn by



lower and middle class Americans were handmade traditionally by the housewife (IRC4HR,

n.d.). In the rare occasion of a tailor or dressmaker being used to make garments, that required

the money and financial stability of an upper class American (IRC4HR, n.d.). Concurrently,

upper class Americans began to view fashion as a “flashpoint of contention” (Shields & Teute,

202). It is noted that “Dress signaled wealth, status, and manners. Access to finery and

knowledge of how to wear it distinguished cosmopolitan elites from commonality” (Shields &

Teute, 202). This utilization of fashion as a distinction between classes was also used as a visual

divide between the Whigs and Loyalists (Shields & Teute, 202). This early establishment of the

use of dress and garments to draw a line between groups of people will later be reflected as the

transformation in the garment industry begins to fuel the desire for and success of the fast

fashion industry in the late 1900’s.

In speaking about Americans' use of manufacturers and at home work during the late

1700’s, Alexander Hamilton’s Famous Report on Manufactures states, “two-thirds, three-fourths,

and even four-fifths of all the clothing of the inhabitants are made by themselves” (Hamilton,

41). These pieces could be used by the family itself, sold to others, or even exported, if that

route was accessible, creating what Hamilton labeled as “family manufactures” (Hamilton, 41).

This core era of garment and textile manufacturing was imperative to American independence

and establishment in global markets. With the manufacture and sale of American-made products,

Hamilton was passionate about keeping this method as the norm to initiate future American

economic prosperity through the creation of economies of scale (Hamilton, 42). When expanding

upon his thoughts on the pricing between foregein and domestic goods, Hamilton said, “A

reduction of prices has, in several instances, immediately succeeded the establishment of a

domestic manufacture” (Hamilton, 42). Whether this be applied to the consumer’s desire to



purchase a domestically manufactured good or the manufacturers ability to remain afloat within

their own markets, both situations heavily contribute to the lack of American-made clothing

today. Hamilton elucidated the importance of price within manufacturing companies and

consumer purchases. This unfortunate moral stands strong today as we witness the quick

circulation of garments from its manufactured date to its end of life phase as prices get cheaper

and quality declines.

As we entered into the 1830’s, ready-to-wear manufacturers and second-hand clothing

dealers were gaining traction as clothing markets began to expand in the United States (IRC4HR,

n.d.). Ready-to-wear manufacturers were a specific subcategory within the fashion industry

offering garments in standardized sizing and sold as a finished product. These manufacturers

were the primary suppliers for slaves clothing in the South and sailors in the North, whereas

bachelors became the primary market for second-hand clothing dealers, as they were unlikely to

have sowing or garment-making skills (IRC4HR, n.d.). These markets continued to grow, as did

the need for the higher volume production of garments, which was satisfied through the

invention of the sewing machine (IRC4HR, n.d.). Created in 1846 by Elias Howe, and improved

by Isaac Singer in 1850, the sewing machine paved the way for the prolific production of

clothing in factories (IRC4HR, n.d.), becoming a commodity in the fundamental success of the

American Industrial Revolution and forthcoming wars (Adam, Mossoff, 166).

With the heightened need for military uniforms during the Civil War, there was a spark in

the abundance of ready-made clothing outside of wartime uses and the growth in the garment

industry as a whole (Neel, n.d.). By the 1860’s most men's clothing was factory made and sold in

shops, a resulting catalyst of the Civil War (IRC4HR, n.d.). Women’s clothing followed that

same trend years later due to tailoring and fit requirements (Neel, n.d.). New York was the main



manufacturing location for women’s clothing in the United States, with the work force mainly

consisting of immigrants (IRC4HR, n.d.). These pieces were more durable from the specific

materials they were made of and how they were sown together, bearing the capability of holding

up after years of wear. During this time, the consumer habit of purchasing a garment and having

that piece of clothing last as long as possible despite stains, rips, or or any other damages was the

norm. It was extremely uncommon, borderline unprecedented, for consumers to discard clothing

once it has been worn a handful of times or if it were to be damaged. There was more

inaccessibility in terms of the materials themselves, as well as the financial income of

consumers, to repeatedly and continually purchase new pieces of clothing, therefore the waste

accumulation of the fashion industry through manufacturers and consumers alike, was

substantially low. Furthermore, the fibers and materials that were used to make garments were all

sourced from organic and biodegradable outlets, including cotton, linen, flax, jute, hemp, wool,

silk, and leather (Nielsen & Reynolds, n.d.). Despite the specific environmental and humane

implications of the animal by-product industries that create animal-based fibers, all of the

biodegradable fibers listed above left no waste on our planet post disposal.

The United States witnessed the first implementation of garment mass production during

the twentieth century to adapt to the changing times during both World War I and II (Haight, 10),

in addition to the new creation and adoption of artificially made and synthetic fabrics (Nielsen &

Reynolds, n.d.). Preceding the start of World War I was the first commercial production of

artificial silk in 1910 (Nielsen & Reynolds, n.d.), initiating the influx in the use of artificial

fibers. Amid World War I the demand for military and medical uniforms were on the rise,

ultimately requiring extremely fast production rates (Haight, 10). For women’s clothing, certain

materials were no longer used for the everyday consumer, such as wool, and textiles were



utilized more resourcefully to save materials for soldiers (CCSU, n.d.). Only six years after the

First World War ended, rayon, an artificial form of silk, started being used for clothing, home

furnishings, and other industry uses (Nielsen & Reynolds, n.d.). Rayon was originally invented

in 1846, got its start with commercial production in 1884, and began to be manufactured in the

United States in 1911 (Keist, 2009). This substitution for silk picked up popularity during the

mid-1920’s as the price for rayon was less than half of the cost of silk (Nielsen & Reynolds,

n.d.). The desire for cheaper fabrics between both consumers and manufacturers led to the

creation of the first synthetic fiber in 1935 called nylon (Nielsen & Reynolds, n.d.). Created by

the DuPont Corporation using petrochemicals, nylon stockings were first introduced at the 1939

New York World’s Fair and became an immediate hit as it was used for hosiery (Canada’s

History, 2014). Nylon stockings commonly replaced silk stockings as they presented a similar

look and appearance, but for a much more affordable price (Canada’s History, 2014). This

preference for cheaper fibers in garments continued to grow as we progressed through the early

1900’s leading to World War II.

Similarly to the material limitations placed on garments during World War I, the pursuit

to provide sufficient materials for soldiers during World War II grew rapidly, causing the United

States to start rationing textiles and banning the use of excessive materials in the production of

garments (Morrison & Winchester, 2019). Roughly 65% of clothing production within the textile

industry was exclusive to the current war efforts (Stenton et al., 2021). Materials such as nylon

and silk, in addition to shoe products, namely rubber and leather, were heavily rationed during

this time of war (National Park Service, 2016). Instead of being used as stockings, nylon was

rationed for the exclusive production of parachutes and airplane tires (Nielsen & Reynolds, n.d.),

leading women to go bare-legged. Despite these rations lowering any textile waste that was



created during this time, the methods at which uniforms were mass manufactured later spiraled

into the mass production of everyday consumer clothing in the decades that followed. In 1941,

the first polyester fiber, Terylene, was manufactured and the first acrylic fiber, Orlon, was

invented by Dupont Corporation (Nielsen & Reynolds, n.d.), ultimately expanding the horizons

of synthetic fibers and popularizing its use within the garment industry, leading to its excessive

waste accumulation. By 1968, man-made artificial and synthetic fibers were being used more in

garments than natural, organic fibers in the United States (Nielsen & Reynolds, n.d.). This was

the first time this flip from organic to synthetic fibers was notably recognized, and can be

attributed to the great boost in the use of polyester.

History & Causes of Fast Fashion

The purpose of fashion began to shift in the 1960’s and 1970’s, where it started to

become a source of personal expression for many Americans, as well as people globally,

attributing to different, yet very recognizable, styles and trends (Ocomen, 2020). As the United

States witnessed the rise in couture designers and high-fashion trends in the early to mid

twentieth century, the methods and ideals of fast-fashion commenced. During these years,

couture designers and brands were making headlines as their styles were infiltrating the fashion

markets and the desires for these garments grew tremendously. This led many of these designers

to build collaborations with retailers and release lower-end clothing collections, selling styles and

garments similar to what walked the runway. These collections were made with much cheaper

materials, labor, and mass produced, rather than individually crafted piece-by-piece as the

original high-fashion garment was intended. As manufacturers began cutting costs in their

production to attract a broader audience through the sale of cheaper garments, materials and

labor became easy areas to significantly cut costs. Labor was outsourced to countries where the



pay was low, tax breaks were high, and the employee regulations and laws were scarce.

Additionally, garment materials and fabrics heavily shifted from the use of organic to synthetic

fibers on account of its considerable price reduction for manufacturers and consumers, as

mentioned previously. This change in material use is a major factor attributing to the mass

amount of waste accumulation from the fashion industry because these synthetic materials are

made from petroleum, essentially meaning they are made of plastic, and are not biodegradable;

these garments are never leaving this planet. As stated by Daisy Buchanan in The Guardian,

“...there’s something quietly awful about these low-end collections that are created to make us

feel as if we have been tossed a bone.” (Wardrobe Crisis, 72). When taking a closer look at these

collections and the practices utilized to create these lower-end garments, consumers should be

more concerned and offended by how designers and retailers are valuing their day-to-day

customer and their clear focus to make additional profit rather than taking into consideration the

effects of their actions regarding the consumers themselves, as well as environmental and labor

abuse implications. On the contrary, lower to middle class consumers were not worried or turned

away from these collections. In fact, they were ecstatic to be emulating their favorite models and

presenting themselves with the facade of upper-class statuses.

By definition fast fashion is “...cheap, trendy clothing that samples ideas from the

catwalk or celebrity culture and turns them into garments in high street stores at breakneck speed

to meet consumer demand” (Rauturier, 2022). The McFashion era was the segway into early fast

fashion practices. Most notably recognized in the early 1980’s, the McFashion era prioritized

speedy trends that cycled through in a matter of weeks (Press, 135). This era quickly transitioned

into fast fashion, which was first recognized and developed in the United States as a

manufacturing model in the mid to late 1980’s, where it was utilized to create a mass amount of



product in an extremely short production time through the exploitation of cheap labor and

synthetic materials (Grams, 2022). This business model feeds off impulse purchases of

low-priced, low-quality clothes, and this pattern of consumption has become “the norm for most

people in the West and is spreading around the world” (Lawton, 2022). Once fast fashion became

its own manufacturing technique, garments were flying off the shelves and into landfills. With

Zara’s entrance into the United States in 1989, the fashion industry changed immensely through

its eruption of the all-consuming consumer, retailer, and brand focus on low-cost fashion

(Rauturier, 2022). Inditex, the retail conglomerate that owns Zara, is one of the largest fast

fashion brands globally, alongside H&M, Forever 21, Fashion Nova, GAP, and many more

(Grams, 2022). In the 1990’s, as fast fashion practices emerged and gained popularity amongst

these brands, new clothing lines and collections were being released bi-weekly, as opposed to

seasonally (Grams, 2022), reflecting the current fast-paced trends we see today. This change in

supply chain demands and turnover continually grew and progressed into the early twenty-first

century, leading to the exponential expansion of the fast fashion market.

The fashion industry began undergoing massive changes within their trend cycles and

consumer behaviors. Instead of fashion trends lasting a minimum of six months to years, trends

began and continue to cycle through within weeks. These trends are both established and

popularized by brands and retailers, as well as consumers themselves who are bearing more

influence over the success of varying trends. As stated by Clare Press in The Wardrobe Crisis,

“Rare is the fashion creature with a strong, consistent personal style.” (Press, 135). In addition to

fashion trends changing, consumer behavior began to shift to favor over-consumption habits and

tendencies during the 1990’s and onward. Highly influenced by retailers’ marketing tactics and

their strive to perfect the fast fashion supply chain practices, consumers started to act in certain



ways attributing to a desire to continually consume new products and dispose of those products

quickly after its minimal use. This was a new habit, as it favored fast fashion qualities and

promoted that specific garment industry sector. Overconsumption is not a feasible habit unless

the over consumed products are of an extremely cheap cost and quality, making it more

excusable to conform to the habits of excessive buying and disposal of clothing. Fast fashion

retailers pushed for the establishment of overconsumption within consumers to drive higher

profits and monetary growth, while boosting their overall attractiveness as a retailer offering

low-cost garments that mimic the trends within the higher fashion industries.

At the root of this rise in popularity of fast fashion were consumers with limited

disposable income, hoping to stay up-to-date with rapidly changing fashion trends. Everyday

consumers don’t have enough disposable income to buy something new every week or month,

but do want to participate in fashion still (Press, 72). This is the market that fast fashion retailers

targeted. Doug Stephens explains a reason behind the rise in fast fashion, “’People in the middle

and at the bottom wanted what they needed and wanted it cheap; they didn’t care so much if it

lasted, they cared that it was within their budget.’” (Press, 141-142). During the early

establishment of fast fashion, and continued today, consumers are more concerned about price

than the quality of their pieces. This created an unavoidable cycle of purchasing cheaply made

products that will last a few wears, discarding that garment once it is no longer usable, and

purchasing a new poorly made product, ultimately causing the consumer to spend the equivalent

of one quality piece. This manipulation of everyday consumers is driving the success of fast

fashion companies, as they are perceived to save money, when in fact that is not true. In

correlation to the consumer habits of prioritizing price tags over all other factors, consumers are

now expecting garments at discounted rates, which can only be met through the mass production



of the products and the use of cheap labor and materials. Mass production of one item creates

economies of scale, allowing both the retailer and consumer to save money on the product. This

in turn creates a mass amount of waste that is left behind as the rapidly changing trends progress

leaving the remaining product from the previous trend to be discarded in landfills as it is not

appealing to consumers anymore. Companies follow these trends closely and by doing so are

maintaining their social presence by establishing themselves as retailers that offer trendy apparel.

In 2008, the growing power of fast fashion retailers within the fashion industry and the

common habit of consumer overconsumption led to the creation of Shein. Originally named

ZZKKO with the initial intention of selling affordable wedding dresses online, ZZKKO changed

its name to Shein in 2012 with the objective of broadening their products into the vastly growing

womenswear market (Hanbury, 2021). Shein’s supply chain setup prioritizes the relationship

with their suppliers and the use of their management software to track customer searches and

monitor the manufacturing process (Hanbury, 2021). This setup is heavily attributed to their

initial rise in success against bigger retailers, such as Zara, and overall establishment within the

fashion industry (Hanbury, 2021). Shein’s high production rate within their garment

manufacturing is roughly ten days, which includes fully completing the design and production

processes (Hanbury, 2021). This pace is undercutting that of retailers with a larger customer base

(Hanbury, 2021), ultimately establishing Shein as a heavy hitter within competition amongst fast

fashion retailers. Through Shein, fast fashion became faster, more popular, and the

environmental implications of their practices got significantly worse. A similar company, Zaful,

uses the same morally insufficient practices as another exclusively online fast fashion retailer.

Founded in 2014, Zaful is an e-commerce company selling extremely discounted garments.

These two companies created an immense amount of growth in the popularity and overall

https://www.businessinsider.com/author/mary-hanbury
https://www.businessinsider.com/author/mary-hanbury
https://www.businessinsider.com/author/mary-hanbury
https://www.businessinsider.com/author/mary-hanbury
https://www.businessinsider.com/author/mary-hanbury


consumer support of fast fashion brands, creating a preference for cheaper garments at the

commonly overlooked expense of its environmental damages between the garment production

and disposal. Recently, Shein and Zaful, as well as retailers PrettyLittleThing, Fashion Nova, and

Boohoo, have transitioned into “ultra fast fashion” retailers, a new subcategory of the fast

fashion industry where garments are being made faster with heightened environmental and labor

abuse implications (Shadel, 2022). It is noted that “Ultra fast fashion turns fast fashion’s “weeks”

into days and “dozens of styles” into hundreds and thousands” (Shadel, 2022). These ultra fast

fashion brands are releasing and posting thousands of new styles and products daily (Shadel,

2022), an appalling amount of product. If this progresses, our planet will become a burial ground

for the textile waste that humans are producing, leading to the further deterioration of our

environment and the destruction of developing countries that are forced to deal with our textile

waste accumulation.

Today fast fashion, also known as mass market or high street fashion, has taken over the

fashion industry. Due to the instant availability of new clothing for the everyday consumer,

“we’ve lost that connection, once so deep, to how things we wear are made” (Press 49). Press

continues by explaining, “When this happens, fashion becomes unmoored from reality: its beauty

is diluted because it has no soul. It’s just a quick fix of instant gratification - empty calories”

(Press 49). Many retailers are utilizing fast fashion methods to manufacture and sell their clothes

in order to drive monetary power and attract customers to their stores through their seemingly

mind-blowing deals. This industry has become infiltrated with numerous business models to

attain changing consumer needs and attract growing economies of scale, while overshadowing

the inevitable damages of extreme discounted rates such as the environmental damages of the

garment production, and the detrimental effects it is having on the lives of many living in



poverty. As we continue to see fast fashion and ultra fast fashion companies increasing in profits,

revenue, and overall success, it is unfortunate to inadvertently see the environmental destruction

it is causing and the lack of actions taken against these companies. The waste accumulation that

is resulting from the overproduction and mass manufacturing of garments is getting hard for

consumers to ignore as it is beginning to infiltrate our day-to-day lives causing increasing

numbers of hardships.

Fast fashion and the Waste it Creates

Fast fashion is contributing to the overaccumulation and mass amount of textile waste. As

mentioned previously, because these garments are being made of synthetic materials, there is no

biodegrading process, meaning what is made within this industry never goes away. According to

the United States Environmental Protection Agency, in 2018 66.4% of garments were sent to

landfills, 18.9% was combusted, and 14.7% was recycled (EPA, 4). Furthermore, the amount of

materials generated in the municipal waste stream is shown in Figure 1 and 2 have been on the

rise and are expected to continually increase if fast fashion and consumer overconsumption

habits persist. With the figures below, starting from 1960 and ending in 2018, it is proving the

exponential rise in textiles entering landfills and waste management facilities since the mid

twentieth century.

Year 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2005 2010 2015 2017 2018

Textile
(Thousands
of tons)

1,760 2,040 2,530 5,810 9,480 11,510 13,220 16,060 16,890 17,030



Figure 1: Materials Generated* in the Municipal Waste Stream, 1960 to 2018 (In

thousands of tons and percent of total generation), (United States Environmental Protection

Agency, 1).

Year 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2005 2010 2015 2017 2018

Textile
Percent of
Total Waste
Generation

2.0% 1.7% 1.7% 2.8% 3.9% 4.5% 5.3% 6.1% 6.3% 5.8%

Figure 2: Materials Generated* in the Municipal Waste Stream, 1960 to 2018 (In thousands

of tons and percent of total generation), (United States Environmental Protection Agency, 1).

In looking at more recent statistics from 2021, these numbers appear vaguely similar,

with 85% of garments being sent to a landfill or burned, and the remaining 15% getting recycled

or donated (Huun, 2021). Within the past four years, there has been ultimately no growth in the

pursuits of environmental protection and rehabilitation within the garment industry. We are

seeing record high-levels of garments entering landfills as Americans become more comfortable

with discarding pieces and are beginning to wear clothing less and less. Some communities

within the United States have implemented programs where textiles can be left on the curb to be

recycled, and the overall conclusion of these programs, in addition to helping the environment, is

shedding light upon consumers' comfortability to discard clothings (Minter, 167). It is noted that

“...residents generally give their shirts away as easily as they give away their beer cans” (Minter,

167).

It is estimated that 92 million tons of garments enter landfills annually (Igini, 2022).

With our current overconsumption habits and growing interest in trends, this number is expected

to reach 134 million tonnes annually by 2030 (Igini, 2022), which is detrimental to our planet.



Additionally, the average American throws out 81.5 pounds of clothing every year, which is

equivalent to 2,150 pieces of clothing getting thrown out every second country wide (Igini,

2022). Lastly, within the past 15 years, the number of times a garment gets worn has declined by

35% (Igini, 2022). Today it is estimated that one piece of clothing gets worn between seven to

ten times before being discarded (Igini, 2022). These statistics put the fast fashion crisis into

perspective as well as illustrating how those practices are infiltrating into the everyday actions

and habits of consumers to discard clothing easily without further thought into where those

garments will end up.

Oftentimes, consumers return clothing items thinking it will save them money, as well as

put the returned garment back into circulation within the retailer, preventing it from ending in a

landfill. While this is sometimes correct, many retailers have started disposing of returned

garments, as they view it as an easier and cheaper tactic than putting it back into circulation

within the store (Igini, 2022). This retailer habit has caused an estimated 2.6 million tons of

returned clothes ending up in landfills in the year 2020 within the United States alone (Igini,

2022). This statistic invalidates the assumption that returned clothes are commonly resold to

other consumers, when in fact it is likely discarded. With fast fashion brands alone producing

twice the amount of clothing today than in the year 2000 (Igini, 2022), the pre and post

production waste accumulation is skyrocketing. It is estimated that 15% of fabric is wasted

during the production process (Igini, 2022). Between both pre and post production waste

accumulation, our environment is in dire need of change. Waste accumulation will continue to

rise until retailers are held accountable for their contributions to this massive issue of

environmental degradation. Additionally, consumers need to begin prioritizing ethical shopping



habits and become more mindful over where they are spending their money considering the

consumers financial support is what drives these companies.

Social Media’s Influence on Fast Fashion

The impact of technology and social media on fashion has been a recent installment

within the history of the fashion industry. Decades ago, magazines were the primary form of

influence for fashion, requiring viewers to purchase the magazine itself in order to view current

trends and fashion styles that they may be influenced by. Today these trends are able to be

viewed instantly through the use of social media, where influencers, creators, and celebrities are

influencing the fashion industry daily. This has caused a massive growth in the number of trends

within the fashion industry itself, and in order for consumers to keep up with these trends, they

are purchasing from extremely discounted fast fashion companies. With every ounce of

information available to us within seconds, society has become much more influenced by the

actions and habits of others. Social media influencers and celebrities draw upon consumer and

fan desires to emulate them to drive their social clout and influence, without realizing the impact

of their actions. The easiest way to emulate your favorite creator or celebrity is mimicking their

fashion style, causing a hefty weight being placed on the influence of personal style and fashion

choices within the social media presence. With or without realization, these influencers are

promoting the trend of overconsumption to their, likely, millions of followers, adding to the

already huge environmental issues of fast fashion. It is more common than ever to see

influencers posting massive hauls of clothing they bought, likely from a fast fashion retailer, and

influencing their followers to do the same. Some of these clothing hauls are showing 50 to 100

items within a single order, all of which may have cost a total of roughly $100 to $200, meaning

the price of each item was a few dollars. Additionally the swap from in-store shopping to online



shopping has had major effects on the use and popularity of fast fashion brands. Robert Lewis, a

retail analyst, predicts that half of American malls will be closed by 2024 (Press, 140). This is

not only due to the rise in online shopping, but also heavily in account of consumers expecting

products at discount pricing, rates at which fast fashion practices can only offer.

The worst form of this overconsumption promotion is seen on social media platform

TikTok. TikTok is a newly established social media platform that primarily hosts short-videos for

viewer watch. This platform has grown tremendously in terms of popularity and society’s use of

the app. Having started in 2018 reaching 85 million users, TikTok picked up popularity quickly

establishing one billion users in the third quarter of 2021, and an estimation of 1.8 billion users

by the end of 2022 (Iqbal, 2022). With this extreme rise in the number of users using this

platform, retailers and fast fashion brands signified this platform as a key area to establish

growth in sales, financial success and social influence. Fast fashion companies are utilizing

TikTok, in addition to other social media platforms, to promote their product through the attempt

of establishing a quality relationship with consumers. Additionally, fast fashion brands are now

paying influencers to promote their products and support of their overall company (Brown,

2022). This is driving the continued consumer support of these harmful companies. In discussing

the linked relationship between social media and fashion, it is noted that “if there is an increase

in social media by 1% it will lead to a increase in the fashion industry by 20.6 %” (Ahmad et al,,

6). Overall, the growth in social media is directly contributing to the growth in fashion, because

the two industries have become so closely tied, specifically under the fast fashion industry.

Shein’s influence on TikTok and all other social media platforms has seen exponential growth

over the past decade. Shein has a total of 250 million followers across their social media

accounts and it is estimated that 70% of Tiktok and Instagram users shop on Shein’s app (Dinov,



2022). The direct connection between social media use and the success of fast fashion companies

is clear, but there is additional evidence showing the counter effects of social media’s impact on

fast fashion companies.

Social Awareness of Fast Fashion

With a boost in technological advancements and the social awareness of current global

issues, the divide between those who are knowledgeable about the environmental implications of

their purchases and those who are not is evident. As stated previously, we are seeing influencers

and creators with millions of followers posting massive hauls of clothing that they purchased

from a fast fashion brand, ultimately promoting that lifestyle to those watching. On the flipside,

other influencers are bringing awareness to the massively harmful actions of fast fashion brands

and their influences on our planet. Fast fashion brands are not hiding their mistakes and immoral

practices well enough, leading to an influx of consumers intentionally not buying from them and

sharing their awareness via social media. The numerous issues that are embedded within the fast

fashion are being outed as implications of this industry, of which includes the environmental

damages, labor rights abuses, and disenfranchisement of those in poverty. Currently companies

are getting exposed for their unethical practices and greenwashing tactics, causing protests to

arise worldwide urging companies to fix their actions. Greenwashing is the deceitful advertising

method used by companies and organizations to label themselves as sustainable without making

the internal changes to minimize their environmental impact (Robinson, 2022). This tactic is

commonly used to draw in consumers who choose to support sustainable businesses (Robinson,

2022). Consumers are losing patience with companies who are outwardly making claims that

they are sustainable and care about the planet, but in reality are doing the opposite and furthering

their contributions to damaging the environment.



Shein and Zaful are two companies who have made claims about their strive for

sustainability, despite their clear disregard to these issues and continued infiltration of outward

damages placed upon our planet. Traditionally, these companies frequently utilize the practice of

buck-passing when asked about the environmental impact of their production methods and their

garment workers working conditions (Press, 71). This response focuses on placing the

responsibility of something onto someone else (Press, 71). Now fast fashion companies are

beginning to make claims of holding sustainable values internally within the company, which is

far from the reality of their practices. On Shein’s website they state “We use on-demand

manufacturing technology to connect suppliers to our agile supply chain, reducing inventory

waste and enabling us to deliver a variety of affordable products to customers around the world”

(Shein, n.d.). Similarly, Zaful has shared their own message on their website discussing their

strive for establishing sustainability within their company by stating “From the pattern making to

the inks using, we aim at generating a green way of manufacturing. We are embracing the

feelings and thoughts of all people” and continued with the statement “We aim at reducing the

environmental footprint of the clothing industry. By using water-based screen printing inks, we

can offer a more eco-friendly lifestyle to our customers. This printing method is also normally

used on baby clothing” (Zaful, n.d.). These two companies' blatant disregard of their

environmental implications through their use of extreme mass production and excessive waste

accumulation is one of the many methods companies are manipulating consumers into thinking

their brand is not as bad as it actually is. They are utilizing greenwashing in order to attract

consumers that want to support more sustainable companies, but are lacking the environmental

responsibility they need to have in order to establish sustainable practices.



During the beginning of the Covid-19 pandemic, I started noticing people spending

excessive amounts of time and money online shopping via social media. I believe this was a

coping mechanism to alter their fears and uncertainty about the changing times, but it caused

massive shifts in the everyday shopping habits of consumers, especially in the United States. As

a consumer during this time, I remember the overwhelming emotions when I began noticing the

excessively changing trends and questioned how consumers and companies were capable of

evolving with these trends. This uneasy feeling led me to becoming aware of the practices of fast

fashion, specifically through sustainable creators exposing these companies on their social media

accounts. TikTok was the app where I first realized the alarming rise in changing fashion trends

and in reflection, the daunting actions and implications of fast-fashion. Despite TikTok’s clear

negative impact on environmental pursuits of limiting fast fashion and overconsumption habits,

it has also brought a lot of awareness to the issue itself, leading me, as well as many other

consumers, to create a more sustainable and ethical lifestyle. This growth in social awareness and

action may potentially cause a revenue loss of 10% to 30% for fast fashion retailers over the next

decade, that is if consumers continue to educate themselves on ethical brands and shopping

habits and implement changes directly in their lives (Howland, 2021).

Outside of environmental pursuits and sustainability, social media also made me aware of

the human rights abuses commonly used in fast fashion product manufacturers. At one point

numerous TikTok creators were exposing Shein for having hidden messages written on their tags,

showing garment workers pleading for help. Some tags read “Need your help”, “Help me”, and

even listing specific health issues these workers were experiencing and the lack of help offered

by the fast fashion companies. Despite some of these claims getting debunked or linked to

garment abuses from decades ago, the specific message found on numerous Shein garments was



seemingly not fake or a mistake. Shein responded to these disturbing messages on their garment

tags by stating the message was a translation issue (Condon, 2022). The worker meant to write a

care label that advised customers to use a softer detergent (Condon, 2022). This excuse was not

believed by the public, and caused a massive spur in the awareness of fast fashion labor abuse

implications. While garment workers are silenced by the massive brands they are working under,

this situation led many to quit shopping from Shein as they were not willing to trade cheap

clothing at the expense of the safety of the workers of these companies.

Another implication of fast fashion that has recently become apparent through social

media and the overall social awareness of fast fashion is the increased disenfranchisement of

humans living in poverty. Ghana, a Republic is West Africa, is one of the many locations where

tons of textile waste gets dumped annually (ABC News In-Depth, 2021). This mass amount of

waste accumulation placed on this specific Republic is not only causing environmental damages,

but also furthering the disenfranchisement for the people of Ghana, who are already struggling

with their own internal issues (ABC News In-Depth, 2021). This waste accumulation gets

blamed on these people, even though they did not create it, but they are forced to live with it

(ABC News In-Depth, 2021). By dumping our waste in other countries where poverty levels are

extremely high, we are causing further harm and limiting the chances of these communities

overcoming their poverty and making their community a more financially strong and sustainable

place.

My Family Ties to the Waste Management Industry

My family has had ties to the local Ulster County waste management system for nearly

three decades, specifically through my dad’s work at Ulster County Resource Recovery Agency

and his own business Dumpstars. Ulster County Resource Recovery Agency manages municipal



solid waste for Ulster County, as well as construction and demolition debris, dual-recyclables,

and organic and electronic waste (UCRRA - About Us, n.d.). This organization essentially

handles and manages the waste our local communities create, including textile waste. My dad

had worked at Ulster County Resource Recovery Agency for 28 years, which is the entirety of

my life. Having grown up taking regular trips to UCRRA’s transfer station for my dad’s work

and personal business, I was frequently seeing the waste accumulation that Ulster County

created. As a child, it was always a very enjoyable and interesting place to go to, seeing the huge

pile of garbage and all the trucks dumping at once. As I got older, viewing the mass amount of

waste created by our county within a slim amount of time became extremely overwhelming. I

began to mentally point out different products that were being dumped and questioned whether

or not that item could have been donated or recycled. This switch in my mindset led me down a

further path of investigating our local waste accumulation through this project. Despite their

knowingly poor employee treatment within the transfer station itself, UCRRA’s has continually

focused on their pursuits towards creating a sustainable county and offered a lot of insight into

the effects of solid municipal waste.

After starting his job at UCRRA, my dad noticed a need in the community for easier and

more specific trash pickup. In 2002 he started his own dump trailer rental business, called

Dumpstars, offering community members an outlet for trash disposal without the inclusion of

state or county employed waste management personnel. Through the past two decades there has

been a clear change in the types of waste consumers create and view as disposable. In the early

years of his business, customers primarily rented his trailers for construction and demolition

projects. Now, with that asset still very popular, consumer created solid municipal waste has

become much more popular for consumers to dump. This includes everyday house items,



electronics, furniture, textiles, etc. There have been numerous times when my dad has picked up

a trailer and inside is perfectly usable furniture or home decor that could have, and should have,

been donated. In addition, there have been a handful of times when there were trash bags full of

bedding, clothing, and accessories that were discarded, all of which could have easily been

donated or recycled, but instead were thrown out. Through this business, my dad, as well as

myself, have gained an immense amount of insight into the community’s waste accumulation and

what exactly people are sending to landfills. As witnessed within the growth of my dad’s

business Dumpstars, our frequent habits as consumers have changed over time ultimately

becoming more comfortable with discarding items, specifically textiles, that otherwise could

have been put to other uses. Furthermore the societal disconnect between acknowledging where

our waste ends up, is heavily established and seen through the function of my dad’s business.

People will throw something out and not think twice about that item again, nor the longevity of

that item remaining on our planet in a landfill. Having grown up with this issue all around me, I

have gained a deeper understanding of the waste accumulation issue, offering personal

experience with this environmental issue and creating deep-routed opinions on the matter.

Interview with Tanesia White

In my strive to gain a better understanding of the local community and county pursuits at

combating textile waste, I interviewed Tanesia White, Ulster County Resource Recovery

Agency’s Recycling Educator, to obtain her keen insight on the matter. Tanesia White, and her

coworker Angelina Brandt, the Director of Sustainability, are key personnel in UCRRA’s strive

for sustainability and environmental education. Both Tanesia and Angelina have initiated

county-wide educational programs on waste reduction, recycling, composting, and other

sustainability topics through their education department. UCRRA’s recycling outreach team does



incredible work to promote sustainable living and practices, while educating community

members of the do’s and don'ts of waste management. Overall the organization’s mission is to

promote sustainable management of solid waste, and this specific sector within the organization

is completing wonderful work to establish and fulfill that mission.

During the interview, there were three main points that Tanesia discussed that established

the clear efforts Ulster County is taking to reduce and combat the extensive and growing waste

accumulation. First is the implementation and resulting work of their Diversion Program, which

involves trained team members at the transfer stations scanning items that are dumped and

pulling out items that need to be properly disposed of elsewhere, including textiles, scrap metal,

tires, and hazardous waste. Because UCRRA’s transfer station is open for public use, there can be

the improper disposal of certain items that could cause harm to the surrounding communities,

therefore this Diversion Program is extremely important to have in order to prevent these

damages from occurring. Through this program UCRRA has recovered 11 tons of textile waste

over the past few years. Due to the worker’s safely maintaining priority, the Diversion Program

only allows for items to be grabbed that are at the surface of piles, meaning they must be easily

accessible within the dump loads. With that said, 11 tons of textile waste being found on the

surface of dump piles and taken to be properly discarded is an incredibly high number, especially

when considering this is within Ulster County alone. UCRRA also conducted a survey within the

county on the amount of textile waste being recycled, and received results stating that there has

been 297 tons of textiles recycled countywide, which includes through the textile drop-off boxes,

which I will further explain later. This survey proved there are efforts being taken locally to

combat the mass amount of textile waste being created, but there is still a lot of potential growth

beyond these numbers.



UCRRA has a ten year solid waste management plan, extending to 2029, which offers an

“opportunity to evaluate and enhance existing programs, enabling UCRRA to make the

best use of its resources as well as optimize recycling and diversion efforts” (UCRRA -

Local Solid Waste Management Plan, n.d.). This plan will hopefully create more

sustainable and efficient methods of waste management. Similarly, New York State has a

solid waste management goal of reducing waste disposal to 0.6 pounds per person per day by

2030. Currently the average person creates five pounds of waste per day. This desired drop to 0.6

pounds is a bold goal, but through the use of composting, recycling, and the implementation of

other proper resources and practices for different forms of waste, I, alongside UCRRA’s

recycling outreach team, am hopeful that New York State can achieve this goal.

In 2021 UCRRA accepted 106,000 tons of solid municipal waste, 41,657 tons of

construction and demolition debris, and managed almost 150,000 tons of waste entirely. They are

authorized to accept 650 tons of solid municipal waste per day, or the equivalent of 3,900 tons

per week. At UCRRA’s recycling facility, they have the capacity to accept 80 tons of recycling

per day, and have a storage capacity of 400 tons of recycling. In 2021, this facility accepted over

3,000 tons of cardboard alone. These current waste measurements for UCRRA show the

excessive amount of waste created in our own county.

In discussing different options for community members to dispose of their clothing,

Tanesia recommended the use of textile drop-off boxes. These boxes are located county-wide

and offer a great outlet for textile waste. It is estimated that 10% to 20% of the textiles dropped

off in these boxes will be donated to thrift stores, 45% will be reused or repurposed like in terms

of second hand clothing, 30% is recycled or converted into industrial rags, carpeting, and other

similar items, 20% is recycled into fiber that will be used in home installation, carpet, padding,



and raw materials used in cars, and only 5% of the waste ends up in a landfill. These percentages

are incredible and can greatly limit the mass amount of textiles entering landfills annually.

Tanesia also made it clear that you do not have to put brand new clothes into those bins. Since

most of the textiles will be recycled and reused as new products, the quality of that piece is not

important. These textiles can be damaged since they will most likely be turned into industrial

rags and other fibrous materials, the only requirement is that these textiles are dry and clean.

This interview was extremely insightful and allowed me to expand my knowledge about

the current local pursuits within Ulster County to promote sustainable waste management,

including the management of textiles. After completing this interview, it was made clear that

Ulster County is making strides towards furthering and progressing sustainable waste

management and has expanded into educational pursuits. Their focus on sustainable and

recycling education has the potential of building a more sustainable community, which consists

of community members that are more knowledgeable of the practices of waste management and

recycling. Additionally, teaching consumers about textile drop-off boxes will allow for more

textiles to be recycled and reused rather than sent to landfills. Overall, this department is

benefiting the UCRRA organization itself and building a more educated and sustainable county.

Community Sustainability & Fast Fashion Survey

As part of my project, I completed and shared a sustainability and fast fashion survey to

get direct feedback about our local knowledge, awareness, and resulting actions of people within

our community regarding this environmental issue. Having received 145 responses, I was

shocked by the sweeping awareness and knowledge of this issue. Fast fashion and its

implications are gradually becoming exposed to the general public, as discussed previously, as is

proven through the study of our own community’s awareness of this issue. As more people



become aware of fast fashion and its implications on the environment and human rights abuses,

more people are turning to other, more ethical, brands to shop from. As shown below, a total of

68.3% of respondents consider themselves well educated on environmental issues, and 91.7%

understand what fast fashion is.

Figure 3: Thesis Survey - Questions 1 & 2 (December 2022)

These percentages illustrate the shift in awareness within society to further build upon and

understand the impact of humans personal actions, including clothing purchases. Furthermore,

when asking more specifically about the environmental and labor abuse implications of fast



fashion, similar results followed as shown with Figure 4; 81.4%-91.7% of respondents are aware

of these specific implications.

Figure 4: Thesis Survey - Questions 5 & 6 (December 2022)

It was also proven that 66.9% of respondents already limited their purchases from fast fashion

companies as shown in Figure 5. This is a huge step in the stride to building a sustainable planet,



since a significant lowering in consumer support of these companies can lead them to making

ethical changes in order to keep loyal customers and stay profitable.

Figure 5: Thesis Survey - Question 4 (December 2022)

Furthermore, when asked about respondents' willingness to do research in order to shop more

ethically and sustainably, the results showed 61.4% are willing to make this change, as shown in

Figure 6.

Figure 6: Thesis Survey - Question 15 (December 2022)



More importantly, in asking about respondents' willingness to change their shopping habits in

consideration of the planet and human rights, an astounding range from 85.6%-91% of

respondents said that is something they are willing to do, shown in Figure 7. This proves that the

desire for bettering our planet is already present within society; we need to focus and educate

humans better in order to spark greater changes and mass movement within the fashion industry.

Figure 7: Thesis Survey - Question 16 & 17 (December 2022)



Lastly, I wanted to obtain direct insight on the overall support and shopping habits at ultra fast

fashion companies, and compare those percentages to regular fast fashion companies. As shown

below, in Figure 8, respondents favor shopping from H&M, Zara, and/or Forever 21, despite the

overall consensus to not want to support fast fashion companies. Stores including H&M, Zara,

and Forever 21 are commonly overlooked as fast fashion retailers, especially when compared to

Shein and Zaful, but their practices and morals make them fast fashion companies. With that

said, Shein and Zaful are far worse than the three other brands in question, as they are now

considered ultra fast fashion, but it is still important to make note of the clear distinction and

commonly overlooked issues behind the brands we incorrectly assume are not contributing to the

horrors of fast fashion.



Figure 8: Thesis Survey - Question 18 & 19 (December 2022)

Having completed this survey, the overall response was that people are aware of the

issues within the fast fashion industry and are willing to make changes to their personal shopping

habits in order to combat those issues locally. These results heavily align with the current rise in

social awareness of fast fashion, as discussed previously. Furthermore, despite this survey being

sent out to a variety of people, 74.5% of the respondents identified as female. Fast fashion

companies typically target female identifying people, and this is shown within the demographic

data of who took this survey. Male identifying persons commonly don’t view fashion or clothing

related topics as something that is applicable to them, despite wearing clothes on their backs. The

fashion crisis is applicable to everyone, and more people of varying identifications should

establish a heavier care for this issue.

What You Can Do To Help

Having discussed the massive issue of textile waste and the fast fashion companies that are

contributing to this environmental crisis, we must take a few steps back to recognize what our

local communities and personal actions can do to help. First, as advised by Tanesia White, using

textile drop-off boxes for textile waste and donations is an incredible resource to limit textile

waste entering landfills. You can visit NYSAR Re-Clothe NY to find locations near you, and

learn about all the organizations that own and operate these boxes (NYSAR3, n.d.). Tanesia

mentioned this is an extremely underutilized resource to limit textile waste locally, and hopes

more people will start utilizing it.

More traditional routes of repair and important habits to implement in one's life is buying

less and wearing more. By purchasing better quality pieces that last for years of wear, you will

in turn save more money than having to repeatedly repurchase the same poorly made garment



from a fast fashion company (Regeneration, n.d.). Additionally, supporting sustainable and

ethical stores and clothing brands is a huge and influential habit to start in your life, as these

brands need the financial support to effectively maintain their store’s mission to combat

environmental damages within the fashion industry (Regeneration, n.d.). This includes shopping

second-hand and from thrift stores, finding sustainable brands that match your personal style,

and supporting small and locally owned businesses (Regeneration, n.d.), as these businesses will

likely put their profits directly back into your local communities. Additionally, being mindful of

the material used in your garments is an important quality to be aware of. Prioritizing the

purchase of organic and biodegradable garments rather than clothing that uses entirely synthetic

fibers, is key to building a sustainable planet and keeping micro-plastics out of our environment

(Regeneration, n.d.).

Another imperative step in making changes personally, is to expand your knowledge on

environmental sustainability and sharing that knowledge with your peers. As we move forward,

the need to take a universal issue, such as environmental sustainability, and compressing that into

a more digestible form, is important to attract and educate a broader amount of people on the

matter. These environmental issues are all interconnected, and can easily become overwhelming

to consumers. Finding one area where you can make small changes in your day-to-day actions,

such as focusing on shopping ethically, and building on that can make big changes to your

personal life as well as those around you. Individual consumers do not have the power to drive

these huge fast fashion issues to implement changes or bear responsibility over their damages on

the planet, but with our ability to influence those around us through educating them on these

issues, we are much more powerful. As a united community and group all fighting to establish

social and environmental changes within the fashion industry, we will have much greater success



in making our needs known and met. Consumer money is what drives these brands, and without

our money, they will no longer be able to function in the ways they currently do. That includes

their use of abusive labor and their lack of environmental sustainability through production and

disposal.

In terms of company specific actions that should be taken to establish ethical practices

within the company, the diagram below shows a guide on what establishments need to be

implemented internally, in order to effectively maintain corporate due diligence and reporting.

Companies, specifically fast fashion companies, should utilize this resource to better apply a

foundational base of sustainable practices and ethics within their company.

Figure 9: A new era of due diligence, performance monitoring and corporate sustainability

reporting. (Ethical Fashion Initiative, 2021).

Conclusion

Fast fashion and its waste accumulation is an enormous issue that is rooted in the consumer

and manufacturing habits established during the mid 1990’s and have expanded tremendously to

where we are today. Textile waste enters landfills by rates of millions of tons annually, and that



number is expected to increase exponentially if the proper steps of combatting this issue are not

taken. Consumer trends and changing behaviors are a core aspect behind the success of fast

fashion companies, in addition to brands' blatant disregard of their environmental implications.

This is one of the major contributions behind fast fashion's contribution to textile waste. As

consumers we bear responsibility within the brands we are supporting and buying from making it

important to remain informed about ethical purchases. With that said, the lack of brand

awareness or sustainable pursuits is heightening this issue and contributing the most to the

current extensive waste accumulation.
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